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Symposium
Japanese Literature and “The Map”

- Ancient Era: Naming and Border Line: Idea of the Map in Ancient Japan
  - Hidesato (1)
- Classical Era: The Image of Mt. Fuji in the Heian Period Literature
  - Toshihiro Yamada (11)
- Medieval Era: From Concreteness to Abstraction
  - Analysis on “Tadanori-miyako-uchi” of HEIKE-MONOGATARI”
  - Tessa Nonaka (17)
- Early Modern Era: “Fukur no hito wo kandousshinuru koto”
  - Haimakura and Utamakura
- Modern Era: Land and maps included in MORI Atsushi’s literature
  - Akiyoshi Inoue (31)
- General: From “Figure” to “Ground”. Whereabouts of Real
  - Daisuke Takahashi (37)

Theses
A study on the tale about Ototachibana-hime-no-mikoto who died in drowning in “Kojiki”: A Focus on “Watari-no-kami”
  - Miku Namekawa (41)
Reconsideration of “Hanachide”
  - Ryo Kanaoka (53)
Suzukia’s abdication in The Tale of Genji’ : Beginning with its connection to Emperor Seiwa’s abdication announcement
  - Miho Kasuga (65)
A Study of “Yowokome”
  - Naoto Yosikai (75)
[Battle of Mimikawa] and [Illustrated Scroll of the Heiji War]
  - Ito Etsuko (87)
Otopieishi “Tamamo no soushi (The Tale of Tamamo)” and The Tale of Origin of Inuoumon
  - Shingo Ito (99)
A study on MORI Atsushi’s “WARE YUKUMONO NO GOTOKU”
  - Characteristic of the phrase
  - Kanako Maeda (113)
Nikuzukiken motif that is used in various meanings
  - Rie Nishiza (125)
KAIKEN-STOREY which was told by SHUGEN and Confucian scholar
  - Kana Mita (137)
Academic information
  - (154)
A collection of reports
  - (167)
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